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Dear Asolo Rep Family,

Asolo Rep has been celebrating National Arts in Education Week this week
– a nation-wide celebration recognizing educators and advocating for the
transformative power of the arts in education. Listen to this week’s Engage
On Air (below) to learn more about how the arts are an essential part of
education for all students. You can also visit the Engage and Learn page
on our website to learn more about the arts education work Asolo Rep is
doing in our schools and communities.

ENGAGE: ON AIR SEASON FINALE
National Arts In Education Week!
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We dedicate our final episode of season one to the tireless and essential
work of educators in our community. Hear it, along with all the episodes
from season one on our website. 

We will be back in November with an all new season of podcasts exploring
the history of Asolo Rep through the people who have helped build our
theatre over many years and continue to do so to this day.

NEW VIDEO RELEASE!
INSIGHTS FROM THE CREATIVE TEAM OF KNOXVILLE

“This was the moment when we turned it around,  
when we discovered what KNOXVILLE was going to be.” 

– Stephen Flaherty

“You’d think Broadway is the end-all, be-all,  
when in fact, the out-of-town experience to really  

develop a show properly is a luxury.” 
– Lynn Ahrens
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“It’s just so wonderful to work with people and  
be inspired by people who know who they are,  

who are comfortable, and who love the life living on stage…  
and who have voices of the angels.” 

 – Frank Galati

The team that brought us the phenomenal production of RAGTIME returns
to Asolo Rep this season with the World Premiere of KNOXVILLE. In this
virtual Artistic Excellence Society conversation released to the public for
the first time released to the public for the first time, Associate Artistic
Director Celine Rosenthal speaks with Frank Galati, Lynn Ahrens and
Stephen Flaherty as they give inspiring insights into the experience of
developing a world premiere musical, the pause due to COVID-19, and the
unique creative relationship between this legendary team.

Click here to watch!

MONDAY MUSICAL MOMENTS
"NEW MUSIC" & "WHEELS OF A DREAM" | RAGTIME 

In our most extensive Monday Musical Moment yet, see the segregated
worlds of early 20th century New York collide and then dream of a brighter
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future in this clip from our 2018 production of RAGTIME. From "New Music"
to "Wheels of a Dream", Producing Artistic Director Michael Donald
Edwards sets up the poignant optimism captured by Lynn Ahrens and
Stephen Flaherty in this masterwork. 

Click here to watch! 

FROM THE ARCHIVES
HAMLET, PRINCE OF CUBA 

In our 2012 production set in Cuba, rather than an encounter on the
ramparts of Elsinore Castle, Hamlet communes with the spirit of his father
with the help of a Santero priest. A blend of traditional Catholicism and the
spiritual practices of the Yoruba people, this scene and the context
provided by actor Frankie J. Alvarez, demonstrate how unique and thrilling
this production was.

Click here to watch!
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FSU/ASOLO CONSERVATORY FOR ACTOR TRAINING
2020-21 Season Adjustment Announcement

The FSU/Asolo Conservatory for Actor Training announced on Wednesday
that it will be adjusting its season from four to two plays - one digital, one
outdoors - aimed at keeping both patrons and students safe. In December,
TWILIGHT: LOS ANGELES, 1992 will be available for streaming and in April,
we will perform JULIUS CAESAR outdoors in the Marie Selby Botanical
Gardens.

Learn more by clicking here.

THERE'S NO PLACE LIKE HOME
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The coronavirus pandemic has had overwhelming economic implications
for Asolo Rep and our ability to continue to bring you stellar performances.
We invite you to join the special company of those who sustain and
encourage excellence on-stage and off-stage with a contribution to Asolo
Rep's "There's No Place Like Home" campaign.

Your unrestricted gift will:

+ Support artistic excellence and new play development

+ Sustain important and deeply integrated education and community
engagement programs

+ Support local artists, artisans and administration

+ Allow us to plan for tomorrow

While we keep you engaged with little-to-no-cost virtual and socially
distanced programming (such as Asolo Rep Engage and our upcoming
performances in alternative outdoor spaces) know that your gift will make a
critical difference as we navigate the challenging months ahead.

With your support, and three heel taps, we look forward to roaring back
soon, stronger than ever. Afterall, there's no place quite like Asolo Rep.
There's No Place Like Home.

DONATE TODAY
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Keep connected with what others are doing in our community

EMBRACING OUR DIFFERENCES

Embracing Our Differences believes that artists possess powerful tools to
evoke social change. Become a part of this change by submitting your
original art to the Embracing Our Differences outdoor juried art exhibit.

Submit your original visual art that reflects your interpretation of their theme,
“enriching lives through diversity and inclusion” by October 7th.

More information can be found here.

Support Asolo Rep Now on AmazonSmile
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With so many people visiting Amazon during these stay-at-home times, we
wanted to remind you that you can help support Asolo Rep with every
Amazon purchase. AmazonSmile is a program that donates 0.5% of all
eligible purchases on Amazon to the charity of your choice. 

Before you begin shopping, log onto smile.amazon.com then choose
Asolo Rep as your charity. The donation will be made at no extra cost to
you.

Like us on Facebook! Subscribe to our YouTube!

Follow us on Twitter! Follow us on Instagram!

And if you're not already subscribed to this newsletter, 

Subscribe to the Stay Engaged Weekly Newsletter!

Until next week! Stay well and STAY ENGAGED. 
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5555 N. Tamiami Trail, Sarasota FL 34243 | patronservices@asolo.org 
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